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iPortable Snow ReadMe - X-SOLUTIONS

Feb 3, 2010 - Make sure that you selected 'Master Boot Record' by options (4) !! 5. ... Diskutility can't repair the disk in this situation.. First be sure that .... -F Ignore configurationfile .... (Very good CD/DVD burner without the need of CI/QE). 
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ENJOY !! The best operatingsystem serving the planet !! Mac OSX Snowleopard !



Full Mac OSX Snowleopard 10.6.2 install for bootable portable 8GB (USB) disks for Generic Intel PC’s [MacOSX Install]



This image comes with absolutely no warranty !! You are using this entirely at your own risk !! This image is designed to run Mac OSX SnowLeopard on generic Intel PC’s... And while I have done everything reasonable to ensure that it functions as intended, I cannot test it in every situation. If this causes something bad to happen to your Mac or PC... Don’t blame me !! but yourself ......



iPortable Snow x86 optimized Mac OSX 10.6.2 Snowleopard CopyCatX MBR image for generic Intel PCʼs (32/64bit) and (SSE2/SSE3) or higher.. Based on previous and never released iPortable 10.5.8 and Hazard’s patched Snowleopard 10.6.1 10.6.2 and Snowleopard Server 10.6.2 distro, Empire EFI and MyHack releases... Re-ripped, tweaked and optimized by ProtocolX to make it almost booting on any Intel chipset PC! Powered by Chameleon 2.0 RC4 r684 bootloader



Read carefully !!! AMD not yet supported.. Intel only [SSE2/SSE3] or higher.. English and Dutch only !! All other system languages and left over PPC architectures are removed !! You can always re-install more languages very easy..



- NO APPLE SOFTWARE IS REMOVED IN THIS EDITION!! This is a full Mac OSX Snowleopard 10.6.2 installation! No account is created, registration screen will be loaded at first boot. (Only removed big file is Alex’s voice)



-ALL VIDEOKEXTS ARE REMOVED FROM SYSTEM!! To prevent booting problems on serveral systems. They are zipped and moved to: Hackintosh tools/Snow Drivers/Video Drivers/Removed Video Kexts... Use Kexthelper B7 to re-install your videokexts before trying enabling graphics.



- DEFAULT BOOT MODE IS 32BIT!! The default bootmode of this iPortable Snow is 32bits. So it can run even on an old Intel SSE2 processor. (SSE3 is recommended..) But no 64bit code is removed offcourse... You always can still use this Snowleopard in full 64bits mode. To enable 64bit in Snowleopard Type in bootloader: arch=x86_64 (Boot in 32/64bits mode) or -force64 (Force booting in 64bit)



INSTALL TO USB STICK (one physical harddrive install) Put your > 8GB USB pendrive or select other (USB) harddrive in your computer with MacOSX 10.3 to 10.6 installed (CopyCatX is universal). Start Diskutility in Utilities folder.. You’re whole harddrive will be erased! For USB stick: Partition drive to 1 partition: ‘Mac OS Extended (journaled)’ Make sure that you selected ‘Master Boot Record’ by options (4) !!
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5. Select ‘Master Boot Record’ and click ‘ok’ and ‘apply’ (6).. You’re USB stick is ready for installing iPortable Snow now. Go to CopyCatX install instructions on page 5 to finish installation..



INSTALL TO PARTITION (Existing harddrive partition install) 1. Select your already existing partition on any harddrive attached to your computer.. 2. Select ‘erase’ and click on ‘erase’ as shown in step 3
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Your partition should be ready now to install iPortable Snow x86. Go to CopyCatx installation instructions on next page to finish installation. Note: Offcourse you can also select any other partition on an external or internal harddrive attached on your computer (Hackintosh).



WARNING: DO NOT install iPortable Bootfix on your internal rootdisk on a real Apple computer!! You may get a kernel panic right away when booting!! And a potential risk that your Mac will not be able to boot anymore.. So watch out what you’re doing...



CopyCatX iPortable Snow x86 installation: 1. Launch CopyCatX included in iPortable Snow installer. 2. Select harddrive or partition you just prepared with Diskutility
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3. Click on ‘Backup/Restore’ You will see a window screen as shown in picture on page 6. 4. Select ‘Restore‘ as shown in picture on next page 6.
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5. Click on ‘OK‘ to start iPortable installing procedure. Now you will be asked to select the image to restore, you have to select the iPortable_Snow_x86 image included in iPortable Snow Installer. Mount the iPortable Snow installer .dmg. (if not already mounted) Select the iPortable_Snow_x86.volarchive as shown in picture on page 7
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1. Select mounted iPortable .dmg image in Finder. The CopyCatX volarchive will be visible as shown in picture above. 2. Select the iPortable_Snow_x86 image. (other files just can’t be selected) 3. Click ‘open‘ to continue iPortable cloning procedure.



Click ‘OK’ to start cloning iPortable Snow to your destination!! The iPortable Snow installation should be completed now in between 2 and 14 minutes!! It should be bootable now in almost any computer with Intel processor. Try to set (USB) stick or harddrive to 1st harddrive in BIOS or just select it in your BIOS startmenu.



If iPortable won’t boot.. (Blinking cursor or MBR errors) Install iPortable Bootfix on destination disk to make it bootable!! You may check also your bootflag with G-Parted live CD!!



You should never see this! But sometimes when destination blocks are less then from the source where the image is taken from, you can have this serious error!



Diskutility can’t repair the disk in this situation.. First be sure that the cloning procedure is finished.. Sometimes this error can occure before the cloning proces is finished. Sometimes you’ve got to ‘force quit‘ CopyCatX. Look in iPortable First Aid package. With rebuilding volume with ‘DiskWarrior’ you can fix this!!



Select your iPortable harddisk and click ‘rebuild’ after a while you have to click ‘replace’. After rebuilding your volume you may have to install iPortable bootfix on destination disk. Otherwise it may not boot anymore! In case it still doesn’t boot check bootflag with G-Parted LiveCD!



You may have to install iPortable Boot Fix on destination disk after rebuilding volume with Diskwarrior in case it won’t boot anymore!!



Set bootflag with G-parted editor Download the latest release of G-Parted liveCD (or other Linux distro where G-parted editor is avaible. gparted-live-0.5.1-1.iso is currently the latest stable release. Burn .iso image to CD or obtain the USB installer to run from USB pendrive or disk. Put in your iPortable_Snow_x86 disk that won’t boot and start G-Parted LiveCD. Select your iPortable disk here:



Select your iPortable partition here. Click right mouse button and select ‘Manage Flags’ as shown in picture. Set ‘bootflag’. And reboot your computer. Your iPortable partition should be bootable now. Otherwise you may have to choose ‘device’ in Gparted and ‘set disk label’ to repartition your whole drive to msdos label. Start the cloning proces again...



Troubleshoot first boot iPortable Snow x86 Put in your (USB) pendrive or other harddrive like eSATA external device and check your BIOS to setup your iPortable disk as 1st boot device or check shortkey for BIOS bootmenu and select your (USB) pendrive or other harddrive with iPortable installed. If you might get a EBIOS read error: Device timeout you have to wait 1 minute or so..



You should get a screen like this: hit spacebar or any key and type: -v or -v -f For Intel Dual Core processor you can type: mach_kernel -v



You can type any kernel as shown in picture. Some Intel® i5 core PC’s need: legacy_kernel cpuratio=25 or cpuratio=20 as bootflag. Some will work with mach_kernel too.. Some Intel® i7 core processors also need different bootflags to boot. Like: busratio=20 fsb=133 cpus=1 -x -v or: busratio=20 cpus=1 -x -t -v or just: cpus=1 busratio=20 -v Recommended kernel for i7 core is: mach_kernel You can try different kernels but if you can run vanillakernel (mach_kernel) that should be the best option. Check picture on next page for example bootflag for i7 core PC’s



Sometimes you have to rebuild your mkext for proper boot. Type -v -f (-f force rebuilding extensions cache) Boot in single usermode and safemode use: -x -s (recommended for troubleshoot) Some other system with 4GB or more RAM installed need bootflag: maxmem=4087 or just maxmem=2048 Some need to skip registration because it crashes on registration screen or just get a bluescreen with mouse. Just type: -s -v You should get a prompt now where you can type. Type: /sbin/fsck -fy /sbin/mount -uw / touch /private/var/db/.AppleSetupDone 



You also can repair kextpermissions with -s (single user mode) Again boot with -s -v Type: sudo -s rm -Rf "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/Library/ Extensions.mkext" chmod -R 755 "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/Library/ Extensions" chown -R root:wheel "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/ Library/Extensions" touch "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/Library/Extensions/" kextcache -v -l -t -m "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/ Library/Extensions.mkext" "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/ Library/Extensions" kextcache -v 1 -t -m "/Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/ Library/Caches/com.apple.kext.caches/Startup/Extensions.mkext" "/ Volumes/iPortable_Snow_x86/System/Library/Extensions/" If you get a bluescreen with only a mouse cursor you might also use bootflag: platform=X86PC -v or with PciRoot=0 or PciRoot=1 There are hundreds combinations of bootflags that might do the trick, but you should it find it out your self... Every PC has it own settings and such. On next page a couple of bootflags with explanation



more options for Darwin's promt:



* -f This forces rebuilding of extensions cache * -s Boots into a single user command line mode * -v Verbose, boots in text mode showing all debug info and errors * -x Boots into safe mode * -F Ignore configurationfile * rd=disk0s1 - Tells Darwin to boot from a certain partition specified in BSD format. (Disk 0 specifies first HDD and s1 specifies first partition as 0 is the MBR.) * cpus=1 Tells the system how many CPUs or cores to use, useful for Core Duo users. * platform=X86PC - Can be used if problems with normal booting, ACPI is another option here * -legacy Boots OS X in 32bit mode rather than 64bit if 64bit is used due to a 64bit processor * idehalt=0 May stop stuttering * "Graphics Mode"="WIDTHxHEIGHTxDEPTH" (e.g. "1024x768x32") For VESA 3.0 graphics, you may append a refresh rate after an "@" character (e.g. "1280x1024x32@75")



You have may have to put extra extensions in ‘extra’ folder on root. These will be loaded at boot with chameleon bootloader. check google for kexts. www.kexts.com may have the right kexts for you... Chameleon bootloader has it own bootflags also. Check http://chameleon.osx86.hu/ for more info. On next page a few quick steps to do at first login... This will optimize your iPortable installation.



First login iPortable Snow x86



Go to Hackintosh folder on rootdisk. This is your first login screen. It’s Mac OSX Snowleopard 10.6.2! You first gonna make your own dstd.aml file. This can solve serveral hardware related problems. Launch DSTD patcher GUI. As shown on next page. Select your iPortable disk as target disk and click: ‘Run DSDT patcher‘ It should be generated on your root partition.



You can also put your generated dstd.aml in your ‘extra‘ folder also located on root of iPortable. Next thing to do is to repair your kext permissions. If you are not able to login with iPortable you may have succes if you repair permissions with ‘pfix’ find shortcut in hackintosh tools folder on root. Just run ‘pfix’ script and drag and drop your iPortable disk from desktop from your mac or hack into the terminal. Hit enter and type your password. Next page will show you the last step to do when you’re logged in Mac OSX already.



Now run ‘Kext Utility’ to repair kext permissions of your Snowleopard installation, this can be very important to maintain a stable OSX. This should be done every time when you’re installing kexts (drivers). Kexthelper B7 might also help you with installing kexts. When ‘Kext Utility’ is finished you may reboot... To enable Graphics you must install videokexts they are located: Hackintosh tools/Snow Drivers/Video drivers. Just run Kexthelper, drag all videokexts into Kexthelper window. enter password. Remove framebufferdisabler.kext from ‘extensions’ folder in ‘extra’ folder. Enjoy iPortable Snow!!



Included kernels for switching and testing: chocolate_kernel



10.0.0 legacy kernel supports SSE2 and SSE3. Do not use on Intel 2 core duo and i7 core processors! Supports a lot of different configurations!



anv_kernel



10.2.0 kernel for Intel and AMD 10.2.0 SSE2/SSE3. SSE2 users might have problem with some applications. No full on the fly cpuid patcher yet. It's still in beta stage. Use Chameleon RC3 PCEFI 10.5 (recomended). To boot in 64-bit mode use -force64



atom_kernel



Rebuilded 10.2.0 kernel for Intel® Atom processors. Since update 10.6.2 these processors arenʼt supported anymore with mach_kernel. A lot of netbooks uses this processor!



legacy_kernel



New legacy 10.2.0 kernel made from sources of Voodoo XNU. This kernel includes emulation SEE2/SEE3 for old processors like Pentium 4's. It is also compatible with AMD processors. Don't use this kernels on i7 processors or you will get kernel panic. Try vanilla (mach_kernel) instead. Some i5 core processors will work with this kernel with custom bootflag.



blackknight_kernel



10.2.0 kernel AnV/Qoopz/Voodoo-based with corrected Phenom FSB detection. No full on the fly cpuid patcher yet. Works with maximum overclocking on Phenom CPU-s. Chameleon RC3 PCEFI 10.5 (recomended). To boot in 64-bit mode use -force64. This kernel might also solve 100% CPU use with Intel SSE2 systems.



mach_kernel



Orginal ʻvanillaʼ kernel 10.2.0 kernel from Apple. This is an unmodified kernel that ships with the Mac OSX Snowleopard 10.6.2 update. This doesnʼt work anymore with Atom processors. This only works with a SSSE3 processor or higher!! Intel2core Duo, i7 core processors can run this kernel



Included 3rd party applications - EZ 7z



(Very good file compressor)



- KCNScrew - LiquidCD



(january 2010) (a lot of information of applications and serials) (Very good CD/DVD burner without the need of CI/QE)



- Property List Editor - Smultron



(Plist editor from Apple) (Handy HTML editor)



- Stuffit Expander - Transmission



(Extract a lot of different compressed archives) (Lightweight very fine torrent client)



- UnRARx - BetterZip



(Extracts the populair .RAR archives, also parts..) (Can compress and extract zip archives)



Included 3rd party Utilities - Appcleaner



(De-install applications in a proper way, removes also clutter)



- Carbon Copy Cloner - CopyCatX



(Free and fine cloner for backup and rescue tasks) (Best solution for making exact copy’s of volumes)



- Diskwarrior 4.2



(Fixes corrupted harddisks)



Also a cloner, this cloner can clone a live running OSX!!, - Clonetools H1 so you can clone a live and running iPortable to your internal harddisk!!!



Included OSx86 Hackintosh Utiltities 32-64-bit Kernel Startup Mode Selector AMD Patcher (leo) About This Mac Modifier AnyToISO 2.5.1 - Keygen AnyToISO AppleHDAPatcherv1.20 BootCDMaker Bootloaders CPU-X CPU-i ChangeVisibility Checksum Custom DVD SlimbuildGUI-1 DPCIManager DSDT Patcher GUI DSDTSE Disk Order DisplayUtility EFI partition Mounter EFIStudio 1.1 EFiXUpdater EvOToolsX (snow) Extensions-Repair Gfx Utilities HexEditors Hide Folders INSTAHackintosh (beta) IORegistryExplorer IPObserver Kernel64Enabler Kext Helper b7 Kext Utility KextSpy KextStatInfo KeyViewer Lizard MKextTool-1.0



MSR Tools Man Viewer Marvin's AMD Utility v.25 NVCAP Maker 1.4 NetbookBootMaker 0.8.3 NetbookInstaller 0.8.3 RC4 Network Diagnostics OSx86 Update OSx86tools PPCKextsRemover PPF-O-Matic PPFMaster Pacifist PackageMaker PartitionsList PlistEdit Pro Pref Setter Preferential Treatment Property List Editor 2.2 Quartz Debug QuartzSimple Repair & Set Permissions scripts RepairKexts Permission SMART Utility SpindownHD Super_PI SwitchResX Control USB Prober UUIDGenerator Universal Checker Universal OSx86 Installer Winclone freeMem iASLMe iPatch mCoreTest64 mkextMaker unHiddenIT



BIG THX to: Kalyway, Maxxuss, Dune , Dense , modbin, jas , Joe75 , etorix , netkas , rp4k , tehmachacker ,zef , kabyl , magicone, kaitek jacquesdupontd , lastexile , chiva4ry , Uphuck, rofl , unisex ,asap18 ,iAtkos, XyZ, Crazor, fassl, iNDi, Turbo, mackerintel, mecurysquad, Munky, sckevyn, Zef, cosmo1t, dfe, , XxX, PCWiz team, VoodooTeam, Prasys, StageXNU, Auqamac, Steven Lin yourself and all the others ! U know who you are!



Think of this as of a demo version and as of a free marketing campaign. Therefore, let it be...



ENJOY ! the best operatingsystem serving the planet !.....if you love MacOSX think to buy it !!! Apple produces amazing software and amazing computers. Do yourself a favour and support them as we do !!!



This live iPortable Snow should only be used to preview Mac OS X Leopard. If you really like Mac OS X Leopard and you want to use it............ you maybe should get a real Mac. If buying a real Mac is too much, you can, at least, buy a license for Mac OS X Leopard... last update 03-feb-2010 by Protocol-X
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readme file 

EGG visualisation and convention. For the analysis purpose, you should specify the convention used for your EGG signal: either presented as a vocal-fold ...
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GWX Manual and Readme 

Main Menu Screen Movie is replaced by a collage from Das Boot. ...... and back again every two hours, which could become somewhat tedious over the course of a patrol ..... Preventive Medicine, http://chppm-www.apgea.army.mil/deployment/tg240.pdf ....
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Avid Free DV ReadMe 

... the user interface and toolset. Avid Free DV Tutorials are available to help you get started. ... Media Composer are either registered trademarks or trademarks.
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Snow Ride.mus 
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Readme - cimes-fisheye 

Mar 14, 2017 - Shop Pro, ImageJ, etc. For a general view of image processing, see Manual,. , for understanding the whole digital workflow.
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Snow physics as relevant to snow photochemistry 

May 8, 2007 - Because snow presents a large ice-air interfacial area (Legagneux ..... whose description remains a challenge and which is not closely related to density. In ...... nitrogen oxides present as a mineral salt in particles trapped in ...
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Licence Activation readme - ABB Group 

DigiVis 500 â€“ Licence Activation readme. Veuillez vous rÃ©fÃ©rer Ã  la page 8 pour la version en franÃ§ais. Please refer to page 2 for the English version. è¯·å�‚çœ‹ä¸æ–‡ ...
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snow treasure pdf 

Best of all, they are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost or stress at all. snow treasure PDF may not ... with snow treasure PDF, include : Skorzeny Chef Des Commandos De Hitler Mai 1943 Juillet 1975 ... 3rd Edition PDF.
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LET IT SNOW PDF 

You are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost at all. let it snow PDF may not make exciting reading, but let it snow is packed with valuable instructions, information and warnings. We also have many ebooks and user guide is als
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snow thrower quitanieves 

Monter la cheminÃ©e 2 sur le carter du chasse-neige 1 en vissant les deux vis courtes, avec les rondelles, sans les serrer complÃ¨tement (fig.1). Monter la grille 4 ...
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ce certificat snow bob 8014t4 
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How to hash with snow 

Buy powdered paint (as used by little children for "finger painting"). Mixed approx 50/50 with flour makes a good marker. This is readily available in England.
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mikuni vm carburetor - Vintage Snow 

V!04/110. YM34/110. VM36/36. 008/24. VM40/02. VM40/0Z. 11. VK30/38. VK34!OS. VH34/05. YM34/0S ..... The processof pro- ducing the air-fuel ..... Proper tools should be used for disassembling and reassembling of jets. Handle each part.
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Surviving M7 Snow Tractors - The Shadock's website 

Oct 10, 2016 - http://media.photobucket.com/image/m7%20snow%20tractor/EileenTodahl/M7snow.jpg?o=1. M7 Snow Tractor with M19 Trailer â€“ Richard ...
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Schneeketten-Katalog Snow chain catalogue ... - hidraulika-flex 

VÉhICULES UTILITAIRES: PELLE MÉCANIQUE SUR PNEUS ..... 1 Stk./pc./pièce. 10. 40692. Schneekettensack / Snow chain bag / Sac pour chaîne à neige.
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2 Cycle Snow Models 084100, 084200, 084300 

Note: (This note applies only to engines used in the U.S.A.) Maintenance, replacement or repair of the emission control devices and systems may be performed.
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Marine snow latitudinal distribution in the equatorial 

Different water bodies had different MS content. The highest ... new production and CO2 evolution mechanisms are closely. 44 linked to .... analysis, saving the number of particles per image and their. 138 .... raise the following question: what proc
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2009 sportsman xp 850 series - Vintage Snow 

Feb 23, 2009 - Should both keys become lost, replacement of the ignition switch .... Clutch Weights: Three levers in the drive clutch which relative to their weight, profile and engine RPM ...... Remove the spark plug wires and spark plugs. 12.
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2009 sportsman xp 850 series - Vintage Snow 

Feb 23, 2009 - the base manual for everything not contained in the supplement if your model or year requires a supplement. ..... GENERAL VEHICLE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE. ...... Bell Housing Screws. 50-60 ft. lbs. ...... Page 206 ...
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Adsorption of Phenanthrene on Natural Snow 

ing KIA from the compound's chemical properties, and these are less .... such snow layers have a low heat conductivity (37), most of .... ethanol on ice surfaces.
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Snow leopard immobilzation_Final - Dr Stephane Ostrowski, WCS 

During the anesthesia we collected hair samples and blood on FTA cards for future DNA ... time before we could have a good darting angle. At 05:11 the animal ...
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decouv mac snow leopard pr dbid 1gkk 
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GX Snow Melting System Installation Manual - Danfoss 

Phase- White ..... Le dispositif GX est posÃ© lors de l'installation du revÃªtement de sol. .... (Pour utilisation avec le Gx850 et/ou des dÃ©tecteurs au sol, ne peut ...
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2 Cycle Snow Models 084100, 084200, 084300 

Entrefer volant/bobine. 0,25 mm ..... Il pourrait se produire un retour d'allumage qui entraÃ®nerait un incendie .... systÃ¨me d'allumage, la Durit de carburant, le.
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